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UNTIL 21 AUGUST
● Frida Kahlo - The Chaos Inside
□ Salone degli Incanti / Ex Pescheria
An engaging immersive journey into the inner and artistic world
of the famous artist, one of the most interesting and influential
female figures of the twentieth century.
UNTIL 21 AUGUST
● Solo Exhibition of Salvatore Marchese
□ Sala Comunale d’Arte, Piazza dell’Unità d’Italia 4
Salvatore Marchese offers “unpublished” pictorial interpretations
to describe the landscape. All through a very synthetic material
composition using red earth from the Karst as a background.
UNTIL 21 AUGUST
● Comparing Expressions
□ Magazzino 26 / Porto Vecchio
A collective painting exhibition, where more than fifty non-professional artists, who share a passion for art, will exhibit.
UNTIL 16 SEPTEMBER
● Fortitudo: Sir Ernest Shackleton’s Antarctic Endurance
Expedition in Paola Policardi Suh’s paintings
□ Sala U. Veruda, Piazza Piccola 2
The exhibition, created to commemorate the centenary of the Endurance expedition and shipwreck (1915) in the ice of the Antarctic,
today more widely recalls the legendary figure of Shackleton on
the centenary of his death (1922).
UNTIL 18 SEPTEMBER
● Tiepolo. The extraordinary history of Trieste’s drawings
□ Sala Attilio Selva / Palazzo Gopcevich
The exhibition tells the intricate story of one of the world’s most
significant collections of drawings by the celebrated Venetian
painter Giambattista Tiepolo: the Sartorio Museum collection.
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● Mein Karl
→ 21.00
□ Ex cinema of Servola
THEATER
One goal: to entertain the public. Sketches, improvisations, irreverent monologues in the style of stand-up comedy and musical
interludes. However, entertainment is just an excuse to reflect on
important and current social issues. The show is produced and
organised by the Artifragili Cultural Association.
• facebook.com/artifragili

*

TUE 2 AUGUST
● The ABC of hieroglyphs
→ 20.30
Archeology Evening
CULTURE
□ Garden of the Winckelmann Museum of Antiquity,
piazza della Cattedrale 1
A brief introduction of the hieroglyphic signs and presentation
of the three Egyptian stelae of the museum with reading of the
texts. Following “Eighteenth-century exoticism and homage to
Maria Malibran” with music by Handel: Julius Caesar (1723), Israel
in Egypt (1739). Organised by the Winckelmann Civic Museum of
Antiquity. • museoantichitawinckelmann.it
● VI Approdi Festival – The Launch
→ 21.00
Future Approdi
MUSIC
□ San Giusto Castle
P
Makako Jump celebrate 20 years of activity in ska / reggae with
a show, completed by ETT, a musical project by the young Gaya
Misrachi, with an opening evening of the 6th Approdi Festival in
the name of Trieste talent. • approdifestival.it
● Desperate Housewives
→ 21.00
□ Ex cinema of Servola
THEATER
From “The Sisters-in-Law” of Michael Tremblay, adapted to the
dialect of Trieste and directed by Alessandra Privileggi. An entertaining comedy that relays, in a grotesque way, the frustration of
a group of housewives gathered for the gluing of stamps won at
the supermarket. Women sometimes ruthless, sometimes tender,
vulnerable, unaware of their magical energy. Show organised by
L’Armonia Aps e Gruppo Proposte Teatrali Aps – F.I.T.A.
• teatroarmonia.com
WED 3 AUGUST
● The Poets’ Lounge
→ 18.30
Se se vol se pol e noi volemo 2022
CULTURE
□ The Old San Giacomo Public Washhouse
via San Giacomo in Monte 9
The annual summer review from June to September of a rich
calendar of encounters covering literature, theatre, music, poetry, and the Triestino dialect, in the fascinating context of the last
washhouse still existing in Trieste, a place that preserves the history of the “washhouses” and the identity of the popular district of
the lively San Giacomo district. Organised by AMIS-Associazione
Amici delle Iniziative Scout. • exlavatoio.it
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EXHIBITIONS

27 AUGUST - 18 SEPTEMBER
● Ulli Mosconi Zupin: Urban Visions
□ Sala Comunale d’Arte, Piazza dell’Unità d’Italia 4
A journey into architectural photography interpreted according to the dictates of minimalism.
29 AUGUST - 25 SEPTEMBER
● Mauro Martoriati: Bora and Tergesteo
□ Magazzino 26 / Porto Vecchio – Room 2A
A contemporary and original reflection, carried out through
very personal research on color and form, suggested to the
Roman artist - who has been working in Trieste for eight years
- by subtle and vital insights into everyday issues, events, and
the history of places.
UNTIL 9 OCTOBER
● All Roads lead to Edo
□ Civic Museum of Oriental Art
Photographs by Valentina Giacomini inspired by Hiroshige’s
Tōkaidō.
UNTIL 9 OCTOBER
● Through the face. Self-portraits from the collections
of the Revoltella Museum
□ Revoltella Civic Museum of Modern Art
About fifty artist self-portraits are exhibited, including some
unpublished, created between the mid-nineteenth century
and up to the mid-seventies of the twentieth century.
UNTIL 9 OCTOBER
● Piero Marussig. A Room with a View over Trieste
□ Civico Museo Sartorio
A tribute to Piero Marussig, one of the leading exponents of
20th century art in Trieste and Italy, with some masterpieces
from the Civic Museum Revoltella and private collections.
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MON 1 AUGUST
● Mario Biondi
→ 21.00
Hot in the City		
MUSIC
□ San Giusto Castle
P
A warm, deep, sensual, yet clear and confident voice: Mario Biondi
is today certainly one of the most renowned Italian singers in the
world. The singer is considered the natural heir to the legendary
artists of soul music. Produced by Good Vibrations Entertainment. • good-vibrations.it

’22

● Musical Gala
→ 21.00
TriesteOperettaFestival
MUSICAL
□ San Giusto Castle
P
Music from My fair Lady, Brigadoon, Oklahoma, Porgy and Bess,
Mozart, The Phantom of the Opera, Jekyll & Hyde, Cats, Jesus
Christ Superstar. With S. Seculin, G. Sticotti, E. Colummi, F. Marsi, M. Neglia, and with the FVG Orchestra conducted by Caspar
Richter. Production by the International Association of Operetta
FVG. • triesteoperetta.it
● Bababoom Show - Armida and Friends
→ 21.00
(a husk-free future)
THEATER
Miela Theatre
□ Ex cinema of Servola
Laura Bussani, accompanied by Stefano Bembi’s accordion, gives

life to a series of explosive characters (from Pupkin Kabarett and
more) who come from the past but wonder about the future. What
future awaits us? Above all: is it waiting for us?
Production and organisation by the Miela Bonawentura Theatre.
By and with Laura Bussani, live music (living Jukebox) Stefano
Bembi, directed by Ivan Zerbinati. • miela.it

*

THU 4 AUGUST
● Delirium International progressive group
→ 21.00
Trieste Summer Rock Festival
MUSIC
□ San Giusto Castle
P
A famous progressive group from Genoa, formed in the late 60s.
Production and organization by Associazione Musica Libera.
• musicalibera.it
● Adriatic
→ 21.00
Children’s Theatre
THEATER
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
Fifty-minute acted theatre show for families on the theme of ecology, aimed at audiences aged five and over. A production by the
Croatian National Theater Ivan pl. Zajc - Italian Drama in collaboration with the City Youth Theater of Split GKM Split, Croatia and
ZaTroCaRaMa. • facebook.com/dadadufestival
● The nose
→ 21.00
□ Ex cinema of Servola
THEATER
Taken from the work of Ugo Pierri, an unusual journey of the Nose,
who, tired of always being “made fun of”, decides to take a journey
inside the body. A brilliant musical and theatrical performance.
A production edited by La Macchina del Testo.
• facebook.com/lamacchinadeltesto.org

*

FRI
5 AUGUST
● Ozric Tentacles Electronic
→ 21.00
Trieste Summer Rock Festival
MUSIC
□ San Giusto Castle
P
A progressive group, formed in the 80s, and who is very famous in
the UK and abroad. Production and organization by Associazione
Musica Libera. • musicalibera.it
● Mario Puppet Show
→ 21.00
Children’s Theatre
THEATER
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
A family puppet-show lasting fifty minutes and without words, on
the theme of love, for an audience from 0 to 99 years old.
A production by Compagnie Rue BARREE, France with the organization of ZaTroCaRaMa. • facebook.com/dadadufestival
● Domace Cabaret
→ 21.00
□ Ex cinema of Servola
CABARET
Flavio, Maxino and Elisa in a live show that oozes music, sketches, and the spirit of Trieste from all pores. Trump, Uolter, Nella,
Tepano, Dipi and many others will alternate with the parodies of
Maxino and the vocal power of Elisa Bombacigno.
A production by Petit Soleil with Maxino Flavio Furian and Elisa
Bombacigno. • domace.it

*

SAB 6 AUGUST
● Soft Machine
→ 21.00
Trieste Summer Rock Festival
MUSIC
□ San Giusto Castle
P
Soft Machine is a UK musical group formed in 1966 in Canterbury.
Production and organization by Associazione Musica Libera.
• musicalibera.it
● The Courtyard / Na dvorišču
→ 21.00
Children’s Theatre
THEATER
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
Romana and Ferdo are neighbours, both have a farm and a courtyard full of animals. The courtyard is divided in two by a fence,
also because the two differ greatly in their approach to animals
and nature.
A production by the Slovenian Stable Theater and DreamArt in collaboration with Cankarjev dom Ljubljana and ZaTroCaRaMa.
• facebook.com/dadadufestival

● Trieste Folk Music Association
→ 21.00
“Vecia Trieste”
MUSIC
The bands in concert
□ Ex cinema of Servola
The showband, with its impressive percussions, plays local folk
music hits with catchy rhythm. The show is produced by the Trieste
Folk Music Association “Vecia Trieste” and by the Anbima Aps Trieste. • anbimafvg.it

*

SUN 7 AUGUST
● Giulio Scaramella: Dawn Concert
→ 04.50
TriesteLovesJazz
MUSIC
□ Molo Audace
The iconic Dawn Concert returns on the Audace Pier offering emotional music before sunrise with the pianist Giulio Scaramella.
Production and organization by Casa della Musica.
• facebook.com/triestelovesjazz
● The Master of the Voice
→ 21.00
Trieste Summer Rock Festival
MUSIC
□ San Giusto Castle
P
A tribute to Franco Battiato with Filippo Destrieri and Daniela Sassi, and the voice of Franco Battiato. Production and organization
by Associazione Musica Libera.
• musicalibera.it
● Best Friends / Najbolji Prijatelji
→ 21.00
Children’s Theatre
THEATER
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum, largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
A family show around the theme of friendship with the technique
of balloon animation, lasting forty minutes. A production by Zakon
Teatar with the organization of ZaTroCaRaMa.
• facebook.com/dadadufestival

*

MON 8 AUGUST
● Film music:
→ 21.00
The New Ferruccio Busoni Orchestra
MUSIC
□ San Giusto Castle
P
Some of the most beautiful cinema music, taken from unforgettable film soundtracks and presented by the New Ferruccio Busoni
Orchestra. Conducted by Massimo Belli with the violinist Lucio
Degani and the accordionist Gianni Fassetta. • orchestrabusoni.it

*

TUE 9 AUGUST
● The ABC of hieroglyphs
→ 20.30
Evening Archeology
CULTURE
□ Garden of the Winckelmann Museum of Antiquity
piazza della Cattedrale 1
A brief introduction to hieroglyphics, reading the inscriptions on
the three Egyptian stelae owned by the museum. Followed by
“The Cairo Goose and other Mozartian insights” with music by
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: The Cairo Goose and the Magic Flute.
• museoantichitawinckelmann.it
● Joss Stone
→ 21.00
Hot in the City		
MUSIC
□ San Giusto Castle
P
An independent English singer-songwriter who has been unstoppable since the release of her debut album The Soul Sessions
when she was only 15 years old: 7 albums released over the course
of 16 years winning Grammy and Brit Awards.
A production by Good Vibrations Entertainment.
• good-vibrations.it

*

WED 10 AUGUST
● My soul is in Trieste
→ 21.00
TriesteOperettaFestival
MUSICAL
□ San Giusto Castle
P
A musical show dedicated to the characters of Trieste: Joyce,
Svevo, Saba, Giotti, Cecchelin, Carpinteri & Faraguna. With the
participation of Ariella Reggio. Directed by M. Postogna. Jazzband
conducted by M. Ballaben, with A.Colautti, E.Colummi, G.Giorgini.
A production by the International Association of Operetta FVG.

*

THU 11 AUGUST
● Pupkin Kabarett & Friends
Miela Theatre
□ San Giusto Castle

→ 21.00
CABARET
P

Do not miss the most exclusive and worldly appointment of the
summer: tradition and innovation, good taste, elegance and ample
parking. Comedians and musicians will perform in compliance with
current European regulations on medieval sites. Produced by Miela
Bonaventura Theatre and Pupkin Kabarett. • miela.it
● Respect - A night for Aretha
→ 21.00
Hot in the City		
MUSIC
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum
P
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
A show with the intention of paying homage to Aretha Franklin,
the timeless queen of soul who deserves reverent respect: she
has in fact been defined not only as one of the greatest voices of
the last sixty years, but throughout the twentieth century! A production by Good Vibrations Entertainment. • good-vibrations.it

*

FRI
12 AUGUST
● Electro Way - The Show by 1000Streets
→ 21.00
□ San Giusto Castle		
MUSIC
The new explosive show of 1000Streets where wind instruments
collide with electronics. Angelica, Gianjoe and Nai Boa will lead the
hits from Billie Eilish to Stromae. The winner of the “Share Your
Sound” competition will open the show! A production by Epops
Music with the organization of the 1000 Streets Association.
P
• instagram.com/1000streets
● Sesto - Special Acoustic Live
→ 21.00
Secret Sounds Trieste
MUSIC
P
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
A live special, with strings and piano designed specifically for the
evening. In this collective desperate race for first place, Sesto prefers to walk, regardless of the rankings. A production by Onde Indie
Pendenti by APS HASHTAG. • ondeindiependenti.com/secretsounds

*

SAT 13 AUGUST
● Matt Bianco
→ 21.00
Miela Music Live
MUSIC
□ San Giusto Castle		
Amongst the most interesting and entertaining British bands of
the 80s, with a long series of hits that have made them famous
all over the world. Matt Bianco and his jazz band produces and
continues to tour and entertain with taste and an unmistakable
style. Production and organisation by Teatro Miela Bonawentura.
• miela.it
● Chiara Vidonis: La Fame Live
→ 21.00
Secret Sounds Trieste
MUSIC
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum
P
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
Chiara Vidonis presents her new album, “La Fame”. Eight tracks
that bring the singer-songwriter from Trieste back to the center
of the independent Italian scene. A production by Onde Indie Pendenti by APS HASHTAG • ondeindiependenti.com/secretsounds

*

SUN 14 AUGUST
● The Duke: a myth named Ellington
→ 21.00
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum
MUSIC
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
A monographic concert dedicated to the greatest composer and
bandleader in the history of jazz: Duke Ellington. A brand-new
project of the Trieste Early Jazz Orchestra, which has been filling
theatres and squares for more than a decade with its early jazz
music. Organised by the Nuovamultimusica Association. • tejo.it
● Andrea Pennacchi: Pojana and His Brothers
→ 21.30
Hot in the City
CABARET
□ San Giusto Castle
P
A theatre player since 1993, his journey began with the Popular
Research Theatre of Padua. In recent years he has found great
success with the character of Pojana, with whom he is a regular
guest of the Propaganda Live program on LA7. Organised by Good
Vibrations Entertainment. • good-vibrations.it

*

MON 15 AUGUST
● Big One - European Pink Floyd Show
Hot in the City
□ San Giusto Castle

→ 21.00
MUSIC
P

They have been described by the Italian press and the most authoritative international music critics, as “the best European Tribute Band for the performance of Pink Floyd’s music”. Organised
by Good Vibrations Entertainment. • good-vibrations.it
● Sonatas, dances and chamois: baroque music
→ 21.00
meets modern dance
MUSIC
P
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
The show presents the combination of creativity, imagination,
and emotions common to both modern improvisational dance and
to pieces by Handel, Blavet, Leclair, Telemann and Boismortier,
performed with original instruments in a philological key.
Production and organisation by the Trieste Baroque Orchestra Tržaški Baročni Orkester. • obt-tbo.eu

*

TUE 16 AUGUST
● The ABC of hieroglyphs
→ 20.30
Evening Archeology
CULTURE
□ Garden of the Winckelmann Museum of Antiquity
piazza della Cattedrale 1
A brief introduction explaining the writings and the presentation
of the two stone sarcophagi of the museum. This is followed by
“Trieste, Teatro San Pietro 1798: The marriage of Isis”, with music
by Sebastiano Nasolini: The death of Cleopatra and the marriage
of Isis. Organised by the Winckelmann Civic Museum of Antiquity.
• museoantichitawinckelmann.it

*

THU 18 AUGUST
● Bat&Rob - truly a couple of superheroes
→ 21.00
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum
THEATER
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
Bat and Rob face a super-week in a crescendo of surprises, gags,
and laughter between zumba courses, phone calls from Commissioner Gordon, secret missions and iron cloaks. To face life, perhaps you need to be a bit of a superhero. Directed by and starring
Marzo Palazzoni and Simone Kodermaz.
A production by CUT Trieste in collaboration with Hangar Teatri.
• hangarteatri.com

*

FRI
19 AUGUST
● Othello
→ 21.00
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum
THEATER
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
An Othello who wants to be contemporary. A sick love, a story
of violence, and in the background a society centered on the oppression of women and foreigners. Overall presenting the great
Shakespearean verses. Directed by Raffaele Sincovich.
A show organized by the cultural association “Atto Quinto”

*

SAT 20 AUGUST
● How to become Italian. The Tutorial
→ 21.00
Miela Theatre
THEATER
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum, largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
A tragic-comic game between stereotypes and shortcuts on fashion, habits and customs, gestures, and slogans that paints Italy
grappling with the challenges of the globalized world.
Event organised by Teatro Miela Bonawentura, directed by Sabrina
Morena, with Marcela Serli. • miela.it

*

SUN 21 AUGUST
● Lunatika On The Road Trieste
→ 21.00
Secret Sounds Trieste
MUSIC
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum
P
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
Lunatika is a context designed to give a voice to women. During
the evening there will also be a video exhibition that will describe
the photographic and pictorial universe of the format created by
Giulia Massarelli between Rome and Terni.A production by Onde
Indie Pendants of Aps Hashtag.
• ondeindiependenti.com/secretsounds/

*

TUE 23 AUGUST
● The Aida from Cairo in Trieste
Evening Archeology
□ Garden of the Winckelmann Museum of Antiquity
piazza della Cattedrale 1

→ 20.30
CULTURE

On the 150th anniversary of the premiere of “Aida” in Cairo, the
phases of its creation are retraced, up to its staging in Trieste.
What follows is Verdi’s music: Ritorna Vincitor!, and extracts from
Émil Tavan’s Aida. Organised by the Winckelmann Civic Museum
of Antiquity. • museoantichitawinckelmann.it

*

THU 25 AUGUST
● Stracapirse
→ 21.00
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum
THEATER
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
Pochade (light comic sketches) in Trieste in 1918, tells of Jole
(M.Postogna) from Trieste and the Neapolitan officer Gennaro
(V.Pagliei). Gags and misunderstandings about words with double-triple meanings, with folk songs. Texts by L. Santin and A.
Ipavec on the accordion. Production and organisation by the International Association of Operetta FVG. • triesteoperetta.it

*

FRI
26 AUGUST
● Fabio Allman and the Berimbau Band
→ 21.00
Secret Sounds Trieste
MUSIC
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
The Brazilian singer Fabio Allman, voice of the Rio De Janiero
Monobloco group for over 15 years, will sing the classics of Brazilian tradition with his legendary band accompanied by the percussion of the Berimbau Band. Production and organisation by the
Berimbau Cultural Association. • bandaberimbau.com

*

SAT 27 AUGUST
● #Twenty years
→ 21.00
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum		
MUSIC
P
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
An exciting Show with Live Music and Tap Dancing! The cast is
composed of the formidable #tutappini dancers of TAP, the young
and splendid voice of Amber and the Zima Blue band. They will
share with us twenty years within a century of music: from swing
to funk to pop. A production by the Toc Toc Trieste cultural association. • toctoctrieste.com

*

SUN 28 AUGUST
● Every Brilliant Thing
→ 21.00
□ Garden of the Sartorio Museum
THEATER
P
largo Papa Giovanni XXIII 1
Every Brilliant Thing is a participative theatrical piece with Filippo
Nigro, one of the most interesting actors of Italian cinema, a protagonist of many very popular series. Produced by the CSS Teatro
Stabile di Innovazione del FVG in collaboration with Sardegna
Teatro del FVG. • cssudine.it

*

TUE 30 AUGUST
● The ABC of hieroglyphs, not a single script
→ 20.30
Evening Archeology
CULTURE
□ Garden of the Winckelmann Museum of Antiquity
piazza della Cattedrale 1
Certainly, the best known of the Egyptian scriptures was that of
hieroglyphics, flanked, however, also by the more hieratic and
demotic italic. Reading of texts of the Egyptian pieces of the museum. This will be followed by: “Tutankamen Fox-Trot by Augusto
Febeo & Co.” • museoantichitawinckelmann.it

